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Computer exercise 1: Steepest descent

In this computer exercise you will investigate the method of steepest descent
using Matlab. The topics covered in this computer exercise are coupled with
the material of exercise 1. The goal is on the one hand consolidation of the
theory presented in the course, on the other hand implementation of the al-
gorithms. Especially, the implementation is extremely important, since the
properties of adaptive filters are often investigated by means of simulation.

Computer exercise 1.1 Consider the steepest descent method’s update equa-
tion for the filter coefficients and the corresponding MSE:

w(n + 1) = w(n) + µ(p− Rw(n))

J(n) = Jmin + (w(n) −R−1p)TR(w(n) −R−1p) .

Create a function in Matlab that calculates the filter coefficients and the
corresponding MSE as a function of the iteration number n = [0, ..., N − 1].

function [w,J]=sd(mu,winit,N,R,p,Jmin);

% Call:

% [w,J]=sd(mu,winit,N,R,p,Jmin)

%

% Input arguments:

% mu = step size, dim 1x1

% winit = start values for filter coefficients, dim Mx1

% N = no. of iterations, n=[0,...,N-1], dim 1x1

% R = autocorrelation matrix, dim MxM

% p = cross-correlation vector, dim Mx1

% Jmin = minimum mean square error, dim 1x1

%

% Output arguments:

% w = matrix containing the filter coefficients

% as a function of n along the rows, dim MxN

% J = mean square error as a function of n, dim 1XN

Computer exercise 1.2 Test your algorithm using the exercise example
3.1, where

R =

[

2 1
1 2

]

p =

[

6
4

]

.
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Apply Jmin = 5 and w(0) = [0, 0]T . Investigate how the filter coefficients
approach the optimum wo =R−1p for different step sizes µ.

What happens for µ = 2
λmax

?

What happens for µ > 2
λmax

?
Try other initial values w(0) and step sizes µ!

Computer exercise 1.3 Verify exercise 3.1(c). Call steepest descent with
the parameters given in exercise 3.1(c), i.e. µ= 1

2
µmax and w(0)=[0, 0]T . Set

Jmin =5, and observe the first N =50 iterations.

Plot J(n) calculated by the function together with the analytical solution

J(n) = Jmin + 2

(

4

9

)n

.

Is there a difference?
Why are the solutions different for n = 0? (Tips: 00)

Computer exercise 1.4 The time constant for the k-th mode, τk, is defined
such that it equals the number of iterations within the amplitude of the mode
decreases by the factor e−1, i.e.,

νk(n) = νk(0)e−n/τk .

The relation between the filter weights w(n) and the modes ν(n) is given by

ν(n) = QT (w(n) −wo) = QTc(n) , (1)

where Q is a matrix containing the eigenvectors of R. In the current example
the eigenvalue decomposition yields

R = QΛQT Q =
1
√

2

[

1 1
1 −1

]

Λ =

[

3 0
0 1

]

.

Determine the time constant τk for the modes by transformation of the filter
weights according to (1),

v=Q’*(w-R\p*ones(1,N));

and plot
plot([0:N-1],log(v)) .

Now you can determine τk by inspection of the curve. Compare with the
result given by Haykin (equation 4.23), τk = −1

ln(1−µλk)
.

Investigate µ = 1
6

and µ = 1
3
.
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Computer exercise 1.5 In exercise 3.5 the effective time constant τe,mse

has been defined. It equals the number of iterations within the MSE reduces
by a factor e−1,

J(n) ≈ Jmin + (J(0) − Jmin)e−n/τe,mse

This is an approximation valid for the initial part of the curve, and under the
condition that µ is small. After the quickest mode has decayed, the conver-
gence behavior is becoming slow, and the time constant tends towards the
time constant of the slowest mode. The modes’ time constant determining
the MSE is given by Haykin (equation 4.31):

τk,mse ≈
−1

2 ln(1 − µλk)
. (2)

Investigate the time constants in exercise 3.1 for two cases: µ = 1
10

and
µ = 1

20
! Use N = 100 iterations, and w(0) = [0, 0]T .

Write

plot([0:N-1],log(J-Jmin));grid on;

and determine the time constant by inspection. How does it compare to
the value obtained by applying the expression in 3.5 and (2), respectively?
(Hint: The curve can be approximated by two straight lines.)

Computer exercise 1.6 Investigate the cost function J(w) for M = 2 co-
efficients. Create a function that calculates the MSE as a function of the filter
coefficients w = [w1, w2]

T .

function [Jm]=jmat(w1,w2,R,p,Jmin);

% Call:

% [Jm]=jmat(w1,w2,R,p,Jmin);

%

% Input arguments:

% w1 = vector with K values of w1 over time, dim 1xK

% w2 = vector with K values of w2 over time, dim 1xK

% R = autocorrelation matrix, dim MxM

% p = cross-correlation vector, dim Mx1

% Jmin = minimum mean square error, dim 1x1

%

% Output arguments:
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% Jm = matrix containing J(w1,w2) with w1 along

% the rows and w2 along the columns, dim KxK

Computer exercise 1.7 Test your code investigating exercise 3.1. Use Jmin =
5. Create a matrix J(w) for the coefficients in an interval around the optimal
value:

R=[2 1;1 2];p=[6;4];Jmin=5;wo=R\p;

w1=[(wo(1)-4):0.1:(wo(1)+4)];

w2=[(wo(2)-4):0.1:(wo(2)+4)];

Jm=jmat(w1,w2,R,p,Jmin);

This matrix can be evaluated for different values. An alternative is a 3-
dimensional plot,

surf(w1,w2,Jm);xlabel(’w1’);ylabel(’w2’);zlabel(’J(w1,w2)’);

another alternative is to plot the contour,

contour(w1,w2,Jm,50);xlabel(’w1’);ylabel(’w2’);colorbar

where 50 is the number of ellipsoids to be drawn. Try both alternatives!

Let us concentrate on the contour plot. In which direction can we obser-
ve the maximum change of the costs?
Is that direction related to the largest or the smallest eigenvalue? (Hint:
Consider the modes!)

Computer exercise 1.8 Plot the filter coefficients in the same figure with
the contour plot. Calculate first the filter coefficients using the function de-
veloped at the beginning of this exercise. Now type:

contour(w1,w2,Jm,50);xlabel(’w1’);ylabel(’w2’);colorbar

hold on;

plot(w(1,:),w(2,:),’-x’);

Investigate how the filter weights converge to the optimal solution! The ite-
rations are marked with x. Verify that each “timestamp” is normal to the
contour curve, i.e. in the direction of the gradient! Try other start values
w(0) and step sizes µ.
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What happens if µ is too large?
What happens for µ = 2

λmax
?

Computer exercise 1.9 Investigate the convergence of the filter coeffici-
ents for the start values w(0) = R−1p+a[1, 1]T and w(0) = R−1p+a[1,−1]T ,
where a is a scalar.
What is the largest step size µ so that the start value w(0) can lie on the
main axis of the ellipsoid?
Why? (Hint: Think of the modes!)
What happens if the start values are located on the short axes of the ellip-
soid?
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Program code

Steepest descent

function [w,J]=sd(mu,winit,N,R,p,Jmin);

% Call:

% [w,J]=sd(mu,winit,N,R,p,Jmin)

%

% Input arguments:

% mu = step size, dim 1x1

% winit = start values for filter coefficients, dim Mx1

% N = no. of iterations, n=[0,...,N-1], dim 1x1

% R = autocorrelation matrix, dim MxM

% p = cross-correlation vector, dim Mx1

% Jmin = minimum mean square error, dim 1x1

%

% Output arguments:

% w = matrix containing the filter coefficients

% as a function of n along the rows, dim MxN

% J = mean square error as a function of n, dim 1XN

w=zeros(length(winit),N);

J=zeros(1,N);

w(:,1)=winit(:);

for n=1:N-1

w(:,n+1)=w(:,n)+mu*(p-R*w(:,n));

J(n)=Jmin+(w(:,n)-R\p)’*R*(w(:,n)-R\p);

end

J(N)=Jmin+(w(:,N)-R\p)’*R*(w(:,N)-R\p);

Cost function

function [Jm]=jmat(w1,w2,R,p,Jmin);

% Call:

% [Jm]=jmat(w1,w2,R,p,Jmin);

%

% Input arguments:

% w1 = vector with K values of w1 over time, dim 1xK
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% w2 = vector with K values of w2 over time, dim 1xK

% R = autocorrelation matrix, dim MxM

% p = cross-correlation vector, dim Mx1

% Jmin = minimum mean square error, dim 1x1

%

% Output arguments:

% Jm = matrix containing J(w1,w2) with w1 along

% the rows and w2 along the columns, dim KxK

Jm=zeros(length(w1),length(w2));

for k=1:length(w1)

for l=1:length(w2)

Jm(l,k)=Jmin+([w1(k);w2(l)]-R\p)’*R*([w1(k);w2(l)]-R\p);

end

end
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